The battle against emotional eating:
arm yourself with the tools you need to win the f ight

T

oday was just a bad day.
You woke up late, the kids
were cranky, and your boss
didn’t like the project you
spent the last week working on. You
got home and after hustling to get
homework done, dinner on the table,
and everyone put to bed, you had an
argument with your spouse. At the
end of a day like this it sure would
be nice to find some mental peace
in a quiet space and a bowl of your
favorite ice cream.
Emotional eating - it’s a battle we’ll
fight every day for the rest of our
lives. We can’t make it go away;
instead we have to learn how to
manage it. Losing weight doesn’t
fix it, getting healthy or exercising
a lot doesn’t eliminate the behavior,
it’s a habit we must confront on an
intellectual level.
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Here are some strategies to help you
cope with emotions without turning
to food.
Know that it’s okay
to have emotions.

Emotions are a perfectly natural part
of who we are as humans. But that
doesn’t mean we like feeling sad or
stressed or overextended. But when
we experience an unpleasant emotion,
we don’t need to bury it or try to get
rid of it, which is what we do when
we respond to negative emotions by
eating.
Instead try this: Sit quietly for a
moment and acknowledge your
emotions. If you’re angry, then be
angry. If you’re sad, then be sad. If
you’re happy, just be happy. You don’t
need food to acknowledge those
emotions, you need to recognize the

feeling, accept it and move on with
your day.
Say out loud:
“I’m not hungry, I’m emotional.”

Thinking it to yourself doesn’t work,
you have to say it out loud, hear
it spoken and acknowledge that
the action you’re about to take is
emotional-based and not hungerbased.
Know your emotional triggers

But beyond that know which triggers
get out of control the fastest. Perhaps
you are a stress eater but you are
fine when you are angry. Or vice
versa. Do you treat the family to ice
cream sundaes when something good
happens and you want to celebrate?
Think about times when you’ve
turned to food in an emotional
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Start writing a list of all
the friends and family
members you can count
on in this situation include their phone
number, e-mail address
or screen name. This list
is part of your toolbox,
as well. As you build
your circle of friends,
you will find others who
struggle with the same
things you do. Today
you’ll be the one doing
the leaning - but next
week, you might be the
one to give support to
someone else.

The Emotional

Eating Toolbox

will contain the

What not to do.

So often I hear people
give advice to just
replace the “bad food”
with a healthier choice.
So instead of having a
slab of chocolate cake
when you’re feeling sad,
have a salad instead.
The problem with this
is that it doesn’t really
address the emotions that drove you
to eat in the first place. You’re still
burying your sadness in food, just
that it’s a salad instead of cake. And
eventually you’ll turn back to the
cake because, let’s face it, salad is not
very comforting in times of sorrow.

tools you create
to help you

battle emotional
eating.

As GI Joe says:
Knowing is half the battle.

As you work through this process
there will be times when you know
you’re eating for emotional reasons
rather than hunger. And we all know
that many times emotions are much
more powerful than our logical brain
– quite frankly, sometimes emotions
get the upper hand.
But knowing or recognizing that
you’re in the midst of an emotional
eating binge is an important step.
Remember back when you wouldn’t
think twice about eating for whatever
reason you felt like eating? Working
toward awareness is a huge step in
the right direction.. Over time, you’ll
grow stronger and better able to
handle your emotions in a healthier
way.
Mistakes happen.

Don’t dwell on it. Just
make the very next step,
the very next meal or
snack... the right choice.

No matter how hard we try,
emotional eating is going to happen.
When it does, don’t let guilt plague
you and make it even worse. We’re
not allowed to indulge in guilt-eating
to make up for the emotional-eating!
Instead, acknowledge that you made a
mistake, forgive yourself and move on.

It’s important to address the emotions
involved and how we manage our
emotions — once we are able to live
with the emotion and stop trying
to bury it or hide it or sooth it, our
behaviors will reflect this healthier
mental state.

Emotional Eating
Toolbox
Emotions are OK

Sit quietly for a moment and
acknowledge your emotions.

Say it Out Loud

I’m not hungry. I’m emotional.

Emotional Triggers

Explore reasons behind why
certain emotions make you eat.

Eating Triggers

What foods do you turn to? Make
a list for each emotion.

Make the Call

Recognize the warning signs
before it gets out of control.

Emotional Journal

Spend 5 minutes a day writing
down how you felt today.

Activity List
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Create a list of activities to do
instead of eating.

Phone-a-Friend List

Lean on someone you trust and
who will listen.

Awareness

Know when you’re eating out of
emotions rather than hunger.

Mistake Strategy

Acknowledge when you make a
mistake, forgive yourself and
move on.
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Emotional Toolkit Worksheet

List your specific emotions that
trigger emotional eating.

List the foods you turn to for
each different emotion.

What are your warning signs
of emotional eating?

List alternate activities for
each emotional trigger.

List friends and family you can lean on.

What is your mistake strategy?

Personal goals and notes
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